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IF YOU CAN COLLABORATE IN A FREE-SPIRITED WAY,
IF YOU WANT TO TAKE PART IN AN INNOVATIVE CONSULTING PROCESS,
IF YOU DON’T NEED HIERARCHY TO GET THINGS DONE.
AND IF YOU LIKE TO KEEP On
CHALLENGING YOUR OWN SOLUTIONS…
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WE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR TALENTED CYBERSECURITY EXPERTS



VIEW OUR OPEN POSITIONS :





Cybersecurity Consultant for Technical PMO & Cybersecurity Organization (m/f/d)


Full or Part-time

30
 Days

Where you want / Customer


Would you like to be involved in cybersecurity challenges to shape the future of manufacturing? Would you like to participate in the development and growth of a young company?

Then, you are definitely in the right place. We are looking for creative, proactive, and open-minded people like you to enrich BxC’s “Technical PMO & Cybersecurity Organization” team.
Send us your application whether you just finished university or you are a seasoned cybersecurity expert.

We are keen to get to know you!

download 
as PDF

  


position
details

  



  

Apply
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Cybersecurity Consultant for Technical PMO & Cybersecurity Organization (m/f/d)


Would you like to be part of a dynamic and constantly evolving environment? Do you want to solve the continually evolving and complex cybersecurity challenges of the future in manufacturing and IT with us? Are you motivated to dive into cybersecurity project management and building cybersecurity organizations?

That’s exactly where we, as BxC, support our customers! We are a young company with cybersecurity DNA from IT and OT. Following our slogan, ‘Bridging the Gap,’ we bring OT and IT security actors together to develop innovative solutions to our customers’ challenges.

We are searching for creative, proactive, and motivated minds like you with proficient English and German skills to enrich BxC’s “Technical PMO & Cybersecurity Organization” team. Together, we want to develop new approaches to OT security challenges and play a constructive role in the cyber world.

What we can offer to you:
	Flexible and location-independent working times, where customer projects allow it
	No hierarchy and as few rules and processes as required
	Targeted and individual training to build and strengthen your personal and professional development
	Work in international enterprises and challenging and diverse projects
	Gaining engaging insights into various fields of cybersecurity and industries

What will your usual working day look like:
	Support us on various and innovative client projects such as but not limited to the following
	Technical project management activities (e.g., stakeholder management, risk identification and management, activity and milestone tracking)
	Conducting cybersecurity assessments within the IT and OT environment
	Building cybersecurity organizations such as setting up a target operating model
	Contribute to the growth of BxC and our “Technical PMO & Cyber Organization” team (e.g., with recruiting activities, service offerings, marketing materials)
	Develop your own personal and professional growth

Why BxC:
	At BxC, you are part of the entire project process from the first client talks until the final client dinner
	At BxC, you can be an entrepreneur and develop your ideas leveraging our team, our experience, and our network
	When we say no hierarchy, there is no hierarchy
	Professional development is our focus: your growth is our success 

In which environment will you work:
	An honest, transparent feedback culture
	A cooperative team
	An environment that gives you the opportunity to do things differently and grow
	An environment where your work has an impact

If you would have fun developing modern and inspiring cybersecurity solutions for industry 4.0 and like to work far away from the inflexible processes and hierarchies of large enterprises, please send us your CV. We are looking forward to having an inspiring and relaxed talk with you to get to know each other!







Cybersecurity Consultant for IT/OT (m/f/d)


Full or Part-time

30
 Days

Where you want / Customer


Are you ready for something new?
New colleagues, existing projects, and the chance to actively participate in the development and growth of a young company?

Then, you are definitely in the right place. We are looking for creative, proactive, and motivated minds like yours to enrich the BxC team.
Send us your application whether you just finished university or you are a seasoned cybersecurity expert.

We are keen to get to know you!

download 
as PDF
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details

  



  

Apply
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Cybersecurity Consultant for IT/OT (m/f/d)


You would like to be part of a dynamic and constantly evolving environment?
You want to solve the continually evolving and complex cybersecurity challenges of the future in manufacturing and IT with us?

That’s exactly where we, as BxC, support our customers! We are a young company with cybersecurity DNA from IT and OT. Following our slogan, ‘Bridging the Gap,’ we bring OT and IT security actors together to develop innovative solutions to our customers’ challenges.

We are searching for creative, proactive, and motivated minds like you to enrich the BxC team. Together with you, we want to develop new approaches to OT security challenges and play a constructive role in the cyber world.

What we can offer to you:
	Flexible and location-independent working times, where customer projects allow it
	No hierarchy and as few rules and processes as required
	Targeted and individual training to build and strengthen your personal and professional development
	Work in international enterprises and challenging and diverse projects
	Driving innovative topics in OT security, challenging the status quo, and building the future of manufacturing

Why BxC:
	At BxC, you are part of the entire project process from the first client talks until the final client dinner
	At BxC, you can be an entrepreneur and develop your ideas leveraging our team, our experience, and our network
	When we say no hierarchy, there is no hierarchy
	Professional development is our focus: your growth is our success

In which environment will you work:
	An honest, transparent feedback culture
	A cooperative team
	An environment that gives you the opportunity to do things differently and grow
	An environment where your work has an impact

If you would have fun developing modern and inspiring cybersecurity solutions for industry 4.0 and like to work far away from inflexible processes and hierarchies of large enterprises, please send us your CV. We are looking forward to having an inspiring and relaxed talk with you to get to know each other!












we like to solve problems,





Drop us a line to tell us about our next challenge:





Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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